Professional Growth Plan

Name: Susan Fike  Major: Elementary Education  Date: 10-4-01

KY Teacher Standard to be addressed:  #III

1. Personal Growth need:
   My strength:
   • Very high expectations
   • Very good time management

   My Areas for Professional Growth:
   • Knowledge about different family and cultural backgrounds
   • Understanding and using multiple learning strategies

2. My Objectives:
   By the end of this semester, I will be able:
   • To understand different family and cultural backgrounds
   • To comprehend and use multiple learning strategies

3. Strategies (Actions) needed:
   (What I will do & the assistance I need)
   • Enroll in a class about families and cultures
   • Use different learning strategies while doing my homework

4. Strategies for assessing progress (impact):
   (What evidence will I provide of my progress)
   • Grades at the end of the semester
   • My ability to understand different learning strategies
   • My knowledge of different family and cultural backgrounds

5. My new area for professional growth:
   • Understanding and using different viewpoints